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compared treatment at public health facilities
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[@pone.0033685-George1]. In that study, the
lower quality of care at private facilities
accounted for the lower survival rates in that
study. A study from Thailand also showed that
lower survival rates were associated with being
treated at private facilities [@pone.0033685-
Sokkanee1]. The lower survival rates in this
study may also have been due to differences in
patient selection. We studied the association of
income and out-of-pocket payments with
treatment-seeking and survival at public and
private providers. Income was most strongly
associated with treatment-seeking at the
hospital, and with survival at the hospital. We
did not have data on distance to a hospital, nor
did we have data on the distance to a private
provider. For example, as [Table
2](#pone-0033685-t002){ref-type="table"}
shows, the observed differences in survival rates
between private and public providers were most



pronounced at hospitals, which might explain
why out-of-pocket payments at these providers
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However, when we fitted the same logistic
regression models in separate strata of distance
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The Mad Max engine was the engine used for
most of the non-commerical game Max Payne 3,
and is a 3D engine which uses DirectX 10.0. If
you are looking for games that are made with the
Mad Max engine, it includes all the game that
includes Mad Max in their title. Mad Max is a
third person, open world action survival game
set in a post-apocalyptic world in which the
player has the choice to play as either Max or the
tough, playable female character, Furiosa, to
complete their journey to a safe haven, as they
search for fuel and food. Mad Max’s story follows
a gruff road warrior named Max, who is pulled
over the edge of society and into the wastelands



of a decimated wasteland, where he must survive
a relentless sandstorm and traverse the barren
landscape to find a source of water and fuel to
escape the fury of the barren wasteland. The
Mad Max engine was the engine used for most of
the non-commerical game Max Payne 3, and is a
3D engine which uses DirectX 10.0. If you are
looking for games that are made with the Mad
Max engine, it includes all the game that
includes Mad Max in their title. The Mad Max
engine was the engine used for most of the non-
commerical game Max Payne 3, and is a 3D
engine which uses DirectX 10.0. If you are
looking for games that are made with the Mad
Max engine, it includes all the game that
includes Mad Max in their title. The Mad Max
engine was the engine used for most of the non-
commerical game Max Payne 3, and is a 3D
engine which uses DirectX 10.0. If you are
looking for games that are made with the Mad
Max engine, it includes all the game that
includes Mad Max in their title. The Mad Max
engine was the engine used for most of the non-
commerical game Max Payne 3, and is a 3D
engine which uses DirectX 10.0. If you are



looking for games that are made with the Mad
Max engine, it includes all the game that
includes Mad Max in their title. Mad Max is a
third person, open world action survival game
set in a post-apocalyptic world in which the
player has the choice to play as either Max or the
tough, playable female character, Furiosa, to
complete their journey to a safe haven, as they
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